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Tuesday, January 13, I9U2

QUESTION BOX Answers from scientists at

various State experiment
stations connected with the
U S. Department of Agri-
culture,

Good soap from rancid fat?

One bar of soap from one cup of fat?
How make tripe attractive?
Vitamin C in c an.no d citrus juice?
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This week again the questions coming out of the mailbag are on a great

variety of subjects. But as you might expect in these -^ays when small savings

in the household may count so much to the nation, many of these questions ask

about how to save and prevent waste in the kitchen. Answers to all the questions

coming up today are from scientists at various State experiment stations who have

been doing research on these particular subjects.

First out of the mailbag are two questions about making soap at home. As

you know, scap-making was a thrifty art familiar to all housewives in our great-

grandmother's day. Women used to make their own soap as a matter of course,, Now

that small savings again may mean a great deal, women are again eager to learn

how to turn waste fat in the kitchen into soap.

One letter this we<=k says: "Is it possible to make soap out of fat that

has turned stale and rancid?"

Scientists at the Iowa Station say: Yes. Fat th.^t is not longer suitable

fsr food will still make good soap.

The second letter about soap sa^s! "Is it possible to make soap at home in

small amounts? I n^ver have enough fat on hand to make a big batch of soap, but

every now and then I have a cup or so of fat leftover that I can't use in cooking.

Could I use this small amount of fat for soap7"





The answer to this question also comes from the Iowa station. Scientists

there offer these directions for making one "bar of soap. The say to put the left-

over fat or drippings in a kettle and add water. Add a little over a quart of

water to each pound of fat. Heat the water and fat together and then let them cool.

The water dissolves any salt in the fat. The pure fat solidifies on top of the

water leaving the impurities "below. Now remove the fat from the water and measure

it. With a cup of fat you can make one "bar of soap. Tor each cup of fat you'll

need 2 heaping tablespoons of concentrated lye dissolved in a half cup of water.

Stir the liquid fat into a "bowl containing the lye and "beat steadily with an egg

"beater until the soap is thick like honey or cream. Now pour the soap into a

wooden "box, or into a cardboard "box lined with greased paper,, Let the soap stand

and ripen at least a month "before you use it.

That's all the questions about soap in this week's batch of letters. Now

let's turn to some questions about economical foods.

The first question is about economical meat. A housewife says: "I often

read that tripe is a nutritious meat that deserves more use on the family dinner

table. I know it is cheap compared to many other meats. But like man^ r of my •

friends, I have no idea how to buy it, or how to cook it so that it will be appe-

tizing and attractive."

The answer to this letter comes from the Minnesota Station. Scientists

there say: You can buy tripe from beef, v°al, pork or lamb. Veal tripp is most

tender. Pork tripe has a fine flavor and should be used more than it is. Honey-

comb tripe is considered the best. There is also plain or smooth tripe, and pocket

honey-comb, shaped like a pocket, with the outside smooth and inside honey-combed.

You can buy fresh tripe or cured tripe. The fresh tripe is always cooked

before selling but it will need more cooking and preparing at home. The cured

tripe is more desirable because it takes less time to cook.





Here's how to prepare tripe when you "bring it home from the market. First,

wash it in hot water several times. Then place it in cold r?ater and let it soak

overnight. Now cut it in pieces about the size of one serv'.ng of meat and cover

with "boiling water e Simmer for 15 minutes. Drain off the water and cover with coli

water. Bring to a boil, remove from the f^'re and dra'n off the water again. ITow

run the tripe through a meat chopper. Com ine the ground tx ipe with egg, bread

crumbs, onion juice, salt and pep-oer and any other seasonirg tou like. This mix-

ture of ground tripe, egg and breadcrumbs yott can shape into ~atties and fry in

frying pan with bacon, or bake in the ovQn, or make into crocuettes and fry in

deep fat.

The whole idea in preparing tripe is to make it tender ")*cause it is natur-

ally a tough meat, and to make it attractive looking as well as delicious in flavor

Now here's the last question,, ''At certain seasons of the year I find that

canned citrus juice, especially in the large cans, is often less expensive than

buying oranges and grapefruit whole and squeezing them. Will you tell me whether

canned juice is a good source of vitamin C as I know the fresh citrus fruit is?

And will you toll me whether the canned juice loses much of its vitamin C after

the can is opened?"

The answer comes from the Montana Station. Scientists there say! The

canned juices of the citrus fruits are goc sources of vitamin C and economical

when purchased in the large cans. Most families would not use the contents of a

large can at one meal. But tests at the Montana Station showed that after Hg

hours in the refrigerator, the juice in an opened can had lost very little vitamin

C — in fact, had practically the same amount of vitamin C as when first opened.

That's all the questions today. More on Thursday.




